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venturesome

Adjective

Meaning:

Someone who is willing to take risks; brave; daring; audacious; 

Usage:

She is a venturesome investor

The venturesome child tried to climb the huge tree





Chutzpah (hutzpa)- Noun

Meaning:

Extreme self confidence or audacity; supreme self confidence; 
brashness; cheekiness; effrontery

Usage:

Vishwanath has the chutzpah to demand that he be treated as 
a special case and be given priority in settling his insurance 
claim



Fortitude: courage in pain or adversity



Top brass (Noun)

Meaning:

The people in the highest positions in an organization (such as 
the military or a business)

Usage:

The Navy top brass met earlier today to discuss certain 
upcoming issues



beleaguered

Meaning:

Troubled; hard pressed; under pressure; under stress; Put in a 
very difficult situation; To cause constant or repeated trouble 
for

Usage:

SBI led consortium provides the beleaguered airline (Jet 
Airways) interim funding, its top brass told the government



Consortium- Noun

Meaning:

An association, typically of several companies

Usage:

A Japanese consortium invested millions in the technology
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Gambit- Noun

A calculated move;

Usage:

Maximum gambit; the 
Congress’s minimum 
income pledge is high 
on ambition but low on 
detail  

NYAY- 
Nyuntam 
Aay Yojana



The devil in the detail

Catch or a mysterious element hidden in detail

Usage:

The devil in the detail and the financing of the scheme apart, 
the idea behind NYAY is not entirely unsound

NYAY- 
Nyuntam 
Aay Yojana



wield

Hold or use a weapon or a tool

Usage:

The terrorist, a self avowed white supremacist, had wielded 
more than one semi-automatic weapon during the murderous 
assault
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Self avowed



Alacrity- Noun

Promptness in response; cheerful readiness

Usage:

She accepted the invitation with alacrity

That it took the lives of 50 people for New Zealand to tighten its 
gun laws is tragic, but the alacrity with which Ms Ardern reacted 
in imposing the ban on MSSA (military style semi-automatics) and 
assault rifles has deservedly won her global acclaim
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